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HYOSCYAMUS NIGER 

A case from my early records treated by me when I had just started 
practicing homoeopathy and learning this method. This patient aged 
28 took an appointment from me on phone. On entering into my 
chamber he looked up and asked if he could see the Doctor as he 
had an appointment. A bit upset with his question, I told him, that he 
was talking to the same Doctor. 

He looked at me surprisingly and said that he meant a homoeopathic 
Doctor. When I clarified his doubt he begged my pardon and said 
that his impression of a homoeopath was that of a middle aged or 
an old man. I nodded at him and offering him seat, asked for his 
problem. He said to me, "Since one month I am having pain in the 
knee joint (right - side)." He asked me, I hope you know what is knee 
joint? 

Hiding my emotions, I said to him, "Yes", I know what is knee joint." 
In a polite way he said, "I asked so because I have an impression 
that homoeopaths don't study like allopath in detail 
about the body structure." I informed him we also study like 
any other medical Doctor in our colleges. I asked him for how 
long he had been suffering from the pain? He told me the problem 
had started a year back. Initially it used to be very mild pain, for one 
day coming after a gap of 2-3 weeks. He thought it could be because 
of some exertion. Then he started having it more frequently with 
increase in intensity of pain. 
Did you consult any Doctor, I asked 
him.? " No, I did not care about it, 
I usually do not complain about my problem. Even my family 
members have come to know about it very late, it is by chance that 
a few days back my mother noticed me walking with some difficulty. 
That day she asked me if there was any problem in my leg.? Then I 
had to tell her that I have pain in my knee joint. She asked me 
whether I have consulted any Doctor. 
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I told her casually I don't need to 
consult any Doctor. I am fine. It is just 
a normal pain and will be alright in a 
day or two. In fact I myself did not 

. feel any thing serious about it. 

I was under the impression that it could be just a normal pain and 
might have happened due to some over exertion and will disappear 
on its own. More over it was not troubling me. I was able to do 
my routine work with an ease." ( Hindi version : Mujhey isme 
koi aisi baat bataney wali lagi nahi. Ab dard ke liye aadmi kisi 
ko kya batay. Dard hai to hai) 
He said," Now I regret and feel that it 
was not right on my part to ignore it. i 
should have taken some step for i t . 

Once or twice I thought of consulting a Doctor when the pain 
had become severe but I failed to understand the nature of my 

problem. I was not sure of the kind 
of problem it was and whom to 
consult for it" 

He further said, "I get frightened whenever the pain becomes severe. 
That time I get the feeling oh! What kind of a pain is it." From outside 
I never show any sort of fear. I try to 
be bold in front of others. I show and 
act in a manner as if I am a very 
carefree person but internally I am not 
like that. 

If somebody tells me or if I read some article about my probelm or 
come to know from some other source about the consequences of 
having pain in the joint then I would not sleep for whole night I start 
relating it to my problem. I think that may be I am also having the 
same problem. Then I get demoralized." 

(Hindi version Upper se to mai bahot bold banney ki koshis 
karta tha Kya hai, dard hi to hai. Aisa hota rahta hai. Kuch nahi 
hai. Sab theek ho jayga. Par under se darta tha ke kahin kuch 
gait na ho raha ho, investigation se bhi darta tha ki kahi kuch 
galt na nikal jaye.). 
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He said, "Then in the morning I balance my self with positive thoughts. 
Then I try to calm down myself by thinking that I don't have such an 
such symptoms which have to be specifically there for an arthritis 
patient. Then I try to have information from people who already 
have this sort of problem. Somebody says it could be possible to 
get cured and somebody says it could not be possible. Then I 
think that I am unnecessarily bothering about it so much. 
Nothing has happened to me. Then I tell my self not 

live your life happily and enjoy it 
He said," If somebody asks me How am I 
, I reply to him, "I am absolutely fine". 

He said," I don't have guts to ask the person why he has asked so. 
Does he really feel that there is something wrong with me. Why you 
can't ask this question? 

Sometime I feel good about it, then I suspect may be he is trying to 
fool me. If some friend or relative tells me that I should go for thorough 
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I am afraid probably he may say Yes, definitely he can see some 
problem with me. I think I will collapse there on the spot. 
I avoid knowing anything bad related to my problem. 
He said," Still I have the strong curiosity to know about 
my problem. I like to read articles pertaining to this 

topic in health magazine. 
I inquire from my friends, relatives or from any 

person who is already suffering from it. But that is limited. I don't 
like to go more deeper into it. I read or like to know upto the point till 
I feel that there is nothing to get scared about.. 

He said," But if I come across some points which are more close to 
my problem then I check my joints and imagine _ 

that very soon my joints will get crippled and I 
would have to live like other arthritis patient. 

Then why you read such articles, I asked him.? 

H He said," I also feel that I am doing wrong." But 

my problem is I can't trust upon others' opinion. 
Sometimes my friend tells me not to worry so much about my 
problem. There is nothing to worry, there is treatment for everything 
now a days. 
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